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Complete Biometrics Solution

Integrates biometrics to systems, processes and Transactions in organization, 
providing an efficient, Modern and safe identity management

For more information, please visit NCR.com

UniqueID

http://www.NCR.com/telecom-technology


UniqueID Identity Management

UniqueID Platform

UniqueID is a modern biometrics platform that uses identity management based on biometrics in a fast, simple and safe 
way. It gathers, in a single suite, connection with the best biometrics hardware devices and the most advanced biometric 
comparison software available in the market; it also provides a simple interface to integrate with customer’s system, and 
follows the whole fl ow of processes involved in identity management, according to the organization’s rule. This platform 
is under ongoing updates in order to provide a wider range of functionalities and embody emerging technologies 
according to its maturity.
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VALIDATION (1:1)
For any channel with a biometric device integrated to UNIQUEID platform, 
user’s or customer’s identity is biometrically certifi ed in each process or tran-
saction, using an exclusive 1:1 verifi cation module, to safely recognize a person.

It follows the whole lifecycle 
of a document:  protocol, 
issuing fi rst and second copy 
of documents; issuing reports; 
controlling document mirroring; 
controlling document lots; 
issuing documents.

Using biometrics to public safety. It processes criminal identifi cation to 
indictment or any other queries, registering biography, anthropometric and 
biometric information, including images and profi le pictures, brands, signatures, 
fi ngerprints and palmprints.

SURVEY (1:N)
ABIS (Automated Biometric Identifi cation System) 
system can fi nd a person within a database with millions 
of registrations in a matter of seconds. 

Biometric registration 
used in the largest 
biometrics projects in 
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nologies.



Benefits
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Performance
It provides an excellent performance, and  
replies within seconds, even in database with  
millions of users. 
 

Interoperability
It is integrated with the main ABIS* solutions in the 
market and to the most used biometric technologies, 
and it can be easily integrated with customer processes. 
 

Usability
User-friendly interface, developed to easily  
navigate in this system.

 
 
Auditability
All system activities generates auditing tracks,  
so that processes can be fully traceable.

*ABIS (Automated Biometric Identification System), system for identification, that is,  
it finds a certain person checking fingerprint image database.

Flexibility
It can be used in every organization requiring biometric 
identity management, such as government bodies, 
financial institutions, retailers, or service organizations. 
 

Scalability
This solution can be expanded according to the 
customer’s needs, as we can provide thousands to 
hundreds of millions records. 
 

Accuracy
It makes calibration possible within each customer’s 
environment in order to reach high accuracy rate.

 
 
Convenience
With biometric checking, user can use resources  
in a comfortable and fast way; no password or  
card required.



Identity Management 
Solution Provider

With proven experience in big biometric identification projects for 
government and financial sector, NCR provides complete solutions in 
hardware, software and services. It has expertise in fraud prevention 
techniques, different biometric technologies, flexible workflow management 
apps that can handle huge biometrics databases.

Used by one of the 
biggest private 
biometric database 
in the world and huge 
government projects
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Processes: Process modelling, using biometrics with a focus 
on operating effi ciency improvement, service quality and fraud 
prevention.
Products/Services:

Software: UniqueID platform, biometric record, specifi c 
customer module.
Hardware: Biometric readers, servers, storage, networks.
Services: Consulting, deployment, maintenance and support.

People: Training.

Evaluating current procedures 
and needs presented.

Rollout planning.

Deployment in service channels
Training on the job.
Pilot follow-up.

Fine tune calibration for scanning, checking
and biometrics identification.





Contact us at NCR.com today

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a leading software and services-led enterprise provider in the financial, retail, 
hospitality, small business and telecom and technology industries. We run key aspects of our clients’ business 

so they can focus on what they do best.NCR is headquartered in Atlanta, GA with 34,000 employees and 
solutions in 141 countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries.

Why NCR?

NCR Corporation
864 Spring St NW
Atlanta, GA 30308
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